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Thomas B

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My Sig516 Patrol performs flawlessly. 











Timothy C

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This rifle is easily the nicest AR I’ve owned. It’s on the heavier side but it’s durable as crap. I put an a cog on it. Easily the most fun of all my guns to shoot. Highly recommend 











Darryle J

on
01/27/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First time AR purchaser and what a way to enter the game! Smooth operation, not a single hiccup regarding misfires or feeding malfunctions. A legit beauty to look at and all backed by that Sig Sauer prestige. I love it! 











Griffin M

on
08/20/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










These are as good as any A.R. 15 made. I bought a Larue tactical I personally think the Sig 516 Patrol is better. I LOVE LaRue You just can't be that piston driven A.R. 15 Bill to that quality of standard that the Sig. 516 patrol is. I've been a Gunsmith for many years and I can promise you if you buy this A.R. 15 you will never ever ever ever ever regret buying it. Now there's a lot of comments on here from people who put together ARs and like to shoot ARs But I have never touched delay third built a firearm in their life. Trust Dixieland Pistolsmithing You'll never regret buying a Sig 516 patrol 











Albert W

on
07/31/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










If you want a HK 556/416 and you can’t afford one or it’s out of stock this gun the Sig Sauer 516 is the best if not better than the HK 556/416( and yes I own both Hk.) this gun is very durable and just feel like quality, along with sexiness. The gun can (like all sigs) can be shot as it is. With a few things you might wanna get. Extra mags and whatever you want to customize on this gun. I’m using this on patrol I highly recommend!!
Final Verdict 10/10! 











Timothy N

on
02/15/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Super AR! Shipped efficiently and on time. My optics lined up (Sig Romeo 5/Juliet 3). Have about 300 rounds through it, NO malfunctions. The rifle has many features- gas piston (stays clean in the receiver), 1:7 barrel, upgraded furniture, Sig reputation,not much needed to add. Have only sighted in at an indoor range at this point, due to weather, but look forward to some long range shooting. Only bugaboos, not due to Bud’s Guns were that, since my initial research, Sig no longer included iron sights, extra mags, or sling. I am very pleased with my selection of the Sig Patrol 516. Bud’s Guns has a great price, and is my online go to site. 











David C

on
10/09/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds Gun Shop was easy to deal with. Very smooth transaction. Thank you. . 











Michael C

on
09/21/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A tremendous rifle! shoots like a laser, very ergonomic. Over a thousand rounds through it so far with no misfires, f to f, or ejection issues. The mil spec trigger is a bit rough and heavy but that is an easy fix. So far, my favorite AR. 











David F

on
11/27/2017




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










Caveat emptor - buyer beware! This Sig 516 is not what Sig is advertising now and has been advertising for the past 2 years. It does not have a nitrided barrel. It has a chrome-lined barrel with a phosphated outer finish. And the gas block has a bayonet lug (!), something that was discontinued years ago because of federal law. I bought two Sig 516 Carbon TS rifles over 3 years ago. At the time, that was the only model that came with a nitrided barrel. In 2015, Sig began advertising that the 516 Patrol model also came with a nitrided barrel. My new rifle was made on 03/09/2017, so you would think it had the newer barrel, right? Wrong! The gun was "manufactured" this year, but I have no real idea when the barrel and gas block were actually made. I would guess that it was more than 5 years ago. It is obvious that Sig is now making "new" guns using "old obsolete" parts. "Old" is fine when parts have just been sitting on the shelf. "Obsolete" is not fine, nor is it acceptable. This is not the Sig I used to know. Now I have to take this rifle to the gun show this weekend and sell it so I can find another Sig 516 with a nitrided barrel. Why nitride? Because it is totally maintenance free and the bore lasts much longer than chrome-lined bores. (No time to argue, just look it up.) In my opinion, the Sig 516 Gen 2 with a nitrided barrel is the best factory AR-15 you can buy, but one with a chrome-lined barrel is just another AR-15 that is way over-priced. Lying about the nitrided finish costs Sig three stars. By the way, this is not Bud's fault. Bud's does not state that is has a nitrided barrel. I was relying on Sig's advertising only. 











Patrick M

on
03/15/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This shotgun is built like a tank. Wasn't prepared for the weight. It won't be carried in the field, strictly a home defense weapon. Haven't been able to shoot it yet. Bud's service was great as usual. Can't wait to try it out. 











Daniel R

on
04/27/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First impressions are great, just as I ordered. Fit and finish are excellent, just what I'd expect from Sig, especially at this kind of price. Features out of the box are really great, ambi safety and mag release. All parts are well made, no machining marks, no scratches in finish, well oiled and lubricated from the factory. All in all, I couldn't be happier. I am a first time firearm owner so this is the standard that I would probably hold for any future firearm purchases. For the price, Sig delivers a gem. Buds did just what they said they'd do. Layaway was easy, order was processed on time and without hiccups, shipping was nice and fast. Great service and I will definitely use them in the future. 











James D

on
01/22/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought one of these about three years ago from Bud's. It's one of the finest things I own. If I could only have one AR 15 platform rifle it would be this one, it's completely reliable and has all the rails one needs to mount anything on. 











Darith Y

on
09/12/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Not a single failure since owning this rifle back in July 2011. Besides there is only one long rail aftermarket replacement available, I could not find another downside of the 516. It has been very accurate and fun to shoot, and yes I was able to add an Ambi raptor charging handle successfully. Recoil is extremely light and the gas piston system keeps the receiver and bolt super clean unless running a suppressor (suppressor gas setting works with my BattleComp BC51.0 and AAC 762-SDN6). Very impressed with machining of the lower. Highly recommended if you don't mind the carbine length rail! 











Gerald H

on
01/17/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Outstanding AR i've owned it for four years now and have put well over 1000 rounds through it has not had single hiccup until I put a slide fire stock on it. Then started having some low primer strike when firing simulated full auto. It may be an issue with the gas valve will be contacting Sig Sauer and searching online for possible fixes. Highly recommend this AR! 











James L

on
10/09/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is an absolutely great rifle. I have put about 300 rounds through it so far, and it is very accurate (better than me) and an absolute joy to shoot. Both of my young grandsons have a blast shooting it as well, as there is virtually no recoil due to the round and the rifle's heft. It doesn't seem to like the really cheap ammo, as it jamed two rounds out of 100 when I used it. But when using quality ammo like Federal Gold Medal or Black Hills, it works perfectly. I changed out the Magpul MOE stock for a ACS-L, as I like the bigger cheek weld, but that was the only thing I changed on it. It operates very cleanly as advertised with the piston operation. I highly recommend this model and brand and you definitely get the best price and service from Buds 











Ryane C

on
04/15/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Went out and shot 55gr 223, which this gun was supposed to have a problem with according to some forums. It performed flawlessly. I didnt even clean it when I got it or anything. The trigger, which was also supposed to be sub par was awesome. Short, clean, brake. Charging handle wobbled side to side. My first Ar so maybe others are the same...? Buy the 516, its awesome. 











Joseph L

on
02/05/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great Rifle! Paid $1,264 here at buds, but that was before El Presidente made his remarks. Very accurate! .5 MOA with 77gr Nosler Custom Copetition reloads 2.260 OAL, using a 4x ACOG on a rest @ 100yds, maybe even better with a higher power scope. Shipping was fast. Mine came with the red dot. I have 2 acogs, 2 eotechs, and an aimpoint compm4 and the included red dot isn't as good as these (obviously) but it's still a pretty sharp and small dot in comparison to other stuff out there. No irons but not that big a deal, Irons that aren't range adjustable and calibrated for your barrel length and load aren't useful out far anyway. Had some ejection and feeding issues with the Russian stuff but never with the reloads which I've shot far more of. Very clean in the carrier area after shooting, lube doesn't dry out nearly as fast. At the time of writing $1562 is a lot more than I paid, but for this kind of accuracy and reliability (with good ammo, Russian stuff aside) its worth it. It's well made, slop free, comes in a good configuration, and it takes notice at the range. 











Jeff P

on
01/29/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very pleased! I wanted an AR, but wasn't sure which make & model to go with. When I saw the reviews for the SIG 516 I knew it was what I wanted - a Cadillac AR that I didn't have to piece together myself. I haven't shot it a great deal to date, but what I've done has gone really well, and it is also a sweet looking gun! 











David P

on
12/23/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is one of the nicest AR Style weapons I have seen. I would recommend this to anyone. Buds Gun Shop sells it for about $300 cheaper than what I have seen in the retail world. If you are looking for a reliable AR this is defiantly the best one I have seen. The reliability of this weapon is beyond compare. 











Nat S

on
11/06/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This Sig 516 is a well design Piston Riffle. So far no problem at all. Fitted with Nikon Scope, sight it in and always on the mark. The 100 Yds has a group of quarter size using Federal XM193 55 gr FMJBT. Will try longer yardage. Cartridge makes difference in terms of Consistency. Independent Cartridges opens up to 5" groupings at 100 yds. Solidly built to last. I like the Sling design allowing carry and shooting in so many holds. See torture tests by Sig on YouTube. 











Jim P

on
09/20/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This rifle is every bit as good if not better than LWRC, HK, POF, ETC.... And its easily $1000 less! It is extremely acurate and with the 1 in 7 twist you can shoot heavier grain bullet accurately! I absolutely LOVE this rifle and its quality! I WILL be ordering more sig products in the future! Thanks for a great gun BUDS! 











Tim L

on
05/11/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Only taken it out once so far but it seems perfect. I like the flip up battle sites and the quad rail for future expansion. Also comes with nice strap. Shoots perfect, very accurate, minimal kick. Only downside now is hard to find or expensive ammo. 











Matthew O

on
04/14/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome gun!! Very well crafted and flawless in its workmanship. Could be happier with this purchase and buds was great to deal with... 5 stars all day long...thanks again for a great gun. 











Jerry H

on
04/12/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First the Bad-There isn't any! This is the best AR-15 I have ever fired. Of course my experience is limited to Bushmaster and Colt. This is the first Gas Piston I've fired but it works very well but that's not all. The overall design is Great, better than the Colt Daniel Defense and cheaper as well. The points of attachment of the sling, the feel of the Bolt Carrier, the lack of slack between the upper and the lower, the little extras like the butt stock design, the folding battle sights and the ease of magazine changes(no matter steel, alum. or polymer) Sig has done an excellent job of putting this rifle together and if you can find the extra coin, then by all means invest in this very nice weapon. I would love to compare this to the Ruger 556 but have to wait until I can justify another rifle. Of course the jury is still out on Gas Piston vs. Gas Impingement so those factors will have to be decided later but this is one fine piece of equipment. 











Roy C

on
01/31/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got mine just days before the price increased & took a little more time to receive due to the Christmas rush. It was well worth the wait. After sighting in, managed to put 8 rounds inside 3/4 " from 100 yards. Never been able to do that before....maybe just luck? This rifle is great...as is Bud's service and prices. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.
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